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Abstract. We point out that a natural and direct way of analyzing the recur- and its convergents by p n =q n = a 0 ; : : : ; a n ] (n 0). Putting p ?1 = 1, q ?1 = 0, p 0 = a 0 , q 0 = 1, we then have p n = a n p n?1 + p n?2 , q n = a n q n?1 + q n?2 (n 1). See e.g., HaWr1989, Ch. 10], Per1950]. All the partial quotients a i are positive integers.
Let u n stand for either p n or q n , with the understanding that in each formula, either all u i denote p i or all denote q i . The recurrence of Proposition 1 is essentially that of the title.
Throughout we put a 0 = 1 in (1). We consider the special case of (1) If we now put aa 2m+1 + 2 = b 2m , halve all the indices and write f instead of u, we get precisely the title's recurrence, namely, The immediate motivation for recounting the preceding facts is BSS1993], where the recurrence (3) f n = 6f n?1 ? f n?2 ; a special case of (2), was considered inter alia. It was followed by the comment, \This recurrence cries out for a combinatorial interpretation. Finding this interpretation is an open question." In BBDD1998] an application of (3) to regular languages was given. Irrespective of any applications, we suggest that the theory of continued fractions is the \right" tool to view recurrences of this form, because it leads naturally and directly to them. Applications also lie close by, in view of the immediate use for exotic numeration systems, which, among other things, lead to winning strategies for certain combinatorial games. the \odd" ones: 1; 2; 5; 13; 34; : : : with p 2i =q 2i ! as i ! 1. By Proposition 2 the two corresponding numeration systems are ternary, with the additional condition that between any two 2 digits there must be a 0-digit. This numeration system was used in ChGr1981] for investigating irregularities of distribution of sequences. A recent application to \combinatorial matrices" and games was given in Fra1999].
We point out that a somewhat more direct way to get the recurrence (2) : : : ; a n ; b n ] satisfy p ?1 = 1, p 0 = b 0 , q ?1 = 0, q 0 = 1, u n = b n u n?1 + a n u n?2 , (n 2), where again u n stands for either p n or q n .
Putting a n = ?1 for all n 1, we see that both p n and q n satisfy our recurrence (2). The solution (6) appears in BBDD1998] and is credited there to NSW1980]. As a sample-application, we shall now show that the sequence (5) can be used to formulate a polynomial strategy for a generalized Wytho game. We shall only state and illustrate the facts, which are special cases of theorems proved in Fra1982].
A generalized Wytho game is de ned by means of a positive integer parameter t. Given two piles of tokens, two players move alternately. The moves are of two types: remove any positive number of tokens from a single pile, or take from both piles, say k (> 0) from one and`(> 0) from the other, provided that jk ?`j < t.
The player rst unable to move loses, and the opponent wins. For t = 1, the second-type move permits to remove only the same number of tokens from both piles. This is the classical Wytho game.
We denote game positions by (x; y) with x y, and proceed to examine the game for t = 2. Clearly (0; 0) is a player II winning position, since player I cannot move, so loses. Any player II winning position will be called a P-position (Previous player winning position), and the set of all P-positions is denoted by P. Similarly, any player I winning position is called an N-position (Next player win), and the set of all N-positions is N.
The position (1; 3) is also in P, as can be veri ed easily by considering all its followers (=positions reachable in one move). The P-positions (A n ; B n ) for n 2 f0; : : : ; 10g are listed in Table 1 , which has a rather interesting general structure, give a winning strategy for any given game position (x; y) with x y. Table 1 is computed up to the smallest integer A n x. If there is equality and also y = B n , then (x; y) 2 P. Otherwise (x; y) 2 N, and the proof of Proposition 3, which is constructive, shows how to win by moving to a P-position.
Let's examine the complexity of this strategy. Table 1 has to be computed only up to the smallest integer A n x. It is not hard to see that n = (x), so the strategy is linear in x. Is this an e cient strategy? Well, the game is succinct, i.e., the input size is (log x + log y), so the strategy is actually exponential, also called intractable in computational complexity theory (unless y is exponentially larger than x).
Is there a polynomial strategy? The next proposition implies a positive answer to this question. The representation of the rst few positive integers in this numeration system is depicted in Table 2 . Is there any connection with Table 1 ? Well, note that the pair (1; 3) has representation (1; 10) where the rst component ends in an even number As with Proposition 4, Proposition 6 also implies existence of a polynomial strategy for our game; and it constitutes an application of the sequence (5).
